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Abstract— Most of the existing through-the-wall imaging
(TWI) methods using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) tend
to apply an active system. In this paper, a novel, passive
SAR (PSAR), termed TWI-PSAR, is proposed, to focus the
image of multi targets behind a single-/multilayered wall. TWI-
PSAR would work in a bistatic configuration using wideband
sources of opportunity and a single moving platform or a
stationary linear array receiver. Incident angle and frequency
are considered the parameters that influence TWI image directly.
A stepped frequency transmitter with single incident angle is
applied to investigate the incident angle effect. It could show the
capability of small angle to suppress wall effects. Zero incident
angle PSAR (Z-PSAR) is exploited in TWI for enhanced target
identification and feature extraction as well as wall effect miti-
gation. In scenarios where background measurement might not
be available or wall parameters are unknown for compensation,
Z-PSAR could be adopted. Compared to other conventional imag-
ing methods such as SAR and time reversal, numerical results
show the superiority of the proposed TWI system in urgent
situations with unknown wall parameters, employing free-space
Green’s function. Moreover, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed PSAR method in a real situation, sources of oppor-
tunity that are relatively wideband and aligned in several direc-
tions, such as analog TV, Digital Video Broadcasting—Terrestrial,
GSM, and WiMAX, are used to image targets behind the wall.
Also, Monte Carlo method is used to show the effectiveness of
TWI-PSAR in different frequency and incident angle scenarios.

Index Terms— Background subtraction, passive synthetic
aperture radar (PSAR), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), through-
the-wall imaging (TWI), wall compensation, zero incident angle
PSAR (Z-PSAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

PROPAGATION of electromagnetic waves through walls
has received much interest in terms of wireless commu-

nication devices, becoming omnipresent nowadays. Through-
the-wall imaging (TWI) has received considerable attention
in research and engineering community. Operating radar in
low-frequency microwave range has the advantage of good
penetration into building structures. UWB excitation and syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) technologies could be employed in
order to obtain good range and cross-range resolution [1]–[3].
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Recently, TWI using SAR (TWI-SAR) has nearly entered
a stage of technological maturity. Most of the TWI-SAR
techniques have been based on monostatic cases, with
both transmitter and receiver being onboard the same
platform [4]–[7]. In the last two decades, intensive studies have
been carried out on bistatic and multistatic radar observations
to image the target behind a wall [8], [9]. The main advantage
of such a configuration is that a target can be observed
from different bistatic angles, providing more information
about the target [10]. Using an active antenna as transmitting
sources is common in TWI studies. A further step in bistatic
radar development is to use transmitters of opportunity for
scene illumination instead of dedicated and easily detected
SAR transmitters. This would lead directly to the idea of
passive SAR (PSAR) imaging. The emergence in recent years
of digital communication technologies, such as WiFi, DAB,
and Digital Video Broadcasting—Terrestrial (DVB-T), has
stimulated research in the passive radar field to identify appli-
cations which exploit these new transmitters of opportunity.
The receive-only nature of passive systems enables them to
be of low cost, widely deployable, undetectable, low power
consumption, and potential ability to detect stealth targets, due
to the multistatic geometry [11]–[14].

While many of PSARs have focused on airborne [13]–[16],
in this paper, PSAR is utilized to detect objects behind a
single- or multilayered wall, comprising far-field transmitters,
with receivers located near the wall. The idea is applied to TWI
scenarios with full-wave finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
numerical electromagnetic simulations with a plane wave
transmitter as a source of opportunity.

It is well-understood that in TWI, in order to com-
pute the image, an efficient evaluation of the wall medium
Green’s function, a time consuming and complicated process,
is required [23]. Although extensive research has been con-
ducted in the term of medium Green’s function regardless of
the estimated value of the wall parameters [17], [18], wall
parameter estimation is a prerequisite for many conventional
TWI methods. In other words, one of the main drawbacks
of such techniques, monostatic SAR, and time reversal, for
example, is known to be the essential need of background
subtraction and wall compensation.

Several methods were proposed to reduce the adverse effects
of wall reflection, resulting in masking target image. In [19],
wall EM returns were mitigated in TWI using singular value
decomposition. Spatial filters across the antenna array [20]
were applied to remove, or at least significantly mitigate,
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the spatial zero-frequency and low-frequency components
which correspond to wall reflections. Frequency-modulated
interrupted continuous wave signals was proposed in [21]
as a wall removal technique. In [22], the image formation
was based on differential SAR image formation employing
a continuous-wave radar system. In this approach, instead of
using individual backscattered signals, the image was formed
by employing the difference signals obtained by subtracting
two successive signals along the track. Polarimetric imaging
[6], [7], [23] could be another wall mitigation technique which
not only enhances the target characterization but also mitigates
the wall ringing effect in cross polarizations. Although without
background subtraction, successful imaging results could be
obtained using these algorithms, they would mainly deal with
wall compensation scenarios which necessitate wall parame-
ters to be known. This problem tends to be more pronounced
in the presence of multilayered walls.

In this paper, due to the fact that the illuminator of
opportunity is considered a plane wave and the incident angle
of transmitters would directly affect target images behind
walls [2], a single (1–3 GHz) stepped-frequency transmitter
of opportunity aligned in various angles is considered to
investigate angle effects of transmitters. It is shown that a
stepped frequency transmitter with a single incident angle
could be applied to eliminate the essential need for background
subtraction and wall compensation. Moreover, in the case
of zero angel, due to the minimum reflection from the wall,
it could be indicated that zero incident angle PSAR (Z-PSAR)
would not only mitigate wall reflection effects, but, in con-
junction with monostatic SAR images, provide more detailed
information of targets without using wall compensation
method. Consequently, wall parameters would not be essential
to be known in Z-PSAR method. Meanwhile, a comparison
between the TWI-PSAR, SAR and time reversal method
(TRM) [28] in terms of the capability of detection/imaging
without background subtraction and wall compensation is also
made. It specifies the superiority of TWI-PSAR in detection
and imaging by applying free-space medium Green’s function.
Furthermore, for sensitivity analysis of the proposed TWI
system, a new parameter termed signal-to-wall ratio (SWR)
is defined to compute the capability of wall direct signal
suppression.

It should be pointed out that wave velocity differences
between free space and the wall would lead to detecting
the target, relatively farther away from its actual location.
Consequently, this method shows better to be used in urgent
conditions, such as earthquakes when the speed of detection
would play a key role.

In addition, to show the effectiveness of PSAR in a real
situation, sources of opportunity known to be relatively wide-
band, such as analog TV, DVB-T, GSM, and WiMAX, located
randomly, are used to image targets behind a wall. Besides,
to evaluate the TWI-PSAR performance in the presence of
other sources, with different frequency and incident angle,
Monte Carlo method is used. Since not all of these transmitters
would illuminate the target with single incident angle, wall
effect needs to be compensated. Thus, a generalized Green’s
function-based approach for imaging the targets behind a

Fig. 1. Geometry of TWI-PSAR system.

wall [23] is incorporated for the compensation of the wall
effects.

Hence, the proposed TWI-PSAR method could play crucial
role in urgent situations. A wideband source of opportunity
with a single angle could be utilized for the elimination of
direct reflections from the wall. Also, the Z-PSAR tend to
eliminate the need for wall parameters estimation and wall
mitigation/ compensation, leading to an increased SWR.
Furthermore, in the absence of a wideband source, several
transmitters with different frequencies can cooperate in order
to make a wideband transmitter and to image a target with
a proper resolution. This paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, the concept of passive SAR in TWI is introduced.
In Section III, standard SAR imaging technique and compen-
sation methods for refocusing behind the wall are formulated.
Some numerical results are provided in Section IV. Finally,
the conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. CONCEPT OF TWI-PSAR SYSTEM

The rapid growth in the number of RF emissions for TV
and radio broadcasts in addition to terrestrial- and space-based
communications has resulted in a wide range of signal types
available for exploitation by passive radar. Furthermore,
the receive-only nature of passive systems enables them to
be of low cost, widely deployable, undetectable, low power
consumption, and potential ability to detect stealth targets,
due to the multistatic geometry. Multistatic SAR could
simultaneously provide multiple SAR images with different
viewing geometries, thereby increasing the observation space
considerably. This facilitates the detection, classification, and
recognition of objects. These features of passive radar make
it the suitable and attractive sensor for TWI that would yield
very effective results, particularly in urgent conditions, such
as earthquakes when the speed of detection would play a
crucial role in the absence of active source.

A new passive system in TWI would comprise a plane wave
transmitter of opportunity together with a receiver located
near the target. The receiver could be mounted on a moving
platform or fixed as an array antenna (linear array for strip-map
mode). The system is presented in Fig. 1. In TWI, it is possible
to use multiple receivers with a single wideband illumina-
tor, or indeed several illuminators, allowing multistatic con-
figurations. TWI-PSAR systems can be operated in different
configurations. One of the configurations tends to use a passive
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receiver mounted on the moving platform, utilizing stationary
illuminators of opportunity. Opposite mode can also be dis-
tinguished, with the illuminator being placed on moving plat-
forms, such as aircraft and satellite with stationary receivers.

In passive imaging, appropriate transmitters would be
selected due to proper bandwidth and beamwidth. Direction
could be estimated suing ELINT systems [24]. In general,
passive systems can use different types of sources to illuminate
targets. In TWI, an illuminator with a bandwidth of 1–1.5 GHz
at UHF to low microwave frequencies, to provide the required
range resolution, and reasonable power are required.
Cross-range resolutions, on the other hand, are obtained
by synthetic apertures or linear array of receiver. However,
it may not be possible to find a single source of opportunity
with at least 1-GHz bandwidth. A wideband transmitter can
also be obtained by coherently adjoining several existing
illuminators. Assuming the desired power density, DAB radio,
DVB-T television, GSM mobile system, and Wi-Fi are
considered valuable resources in TWI-PSAR with at least two
advantages. First, they are abundant, and the second, their
operating frequency is appropriate for propagation through
walls. However, in a real transmission environment, many data
signals would also be present in addition to the beacon signal.

The greatest limitation of bistatic radar performance would
be the presence of directly transmitted signals [14]. In TWI,
wall direct reflection is considered to be significant. Therefore,
to create a good quality image, it seems necessary to remove
wall reflection and direct signal from the transmitter. It is
prevalent to use a directive antenna in TWI [2] which itself
would mitigate the direct signals. In other words, directive
receiver, Horn, for instance, would collect very small ratio of
transmitter signals. In the case where the receivers are directed
toward targets and wall, the direct signal to echo signal ratio
would decrease. The remaining direct power, which might
still mask the weak signals, can be further removed using
CLEAN techniques [25], [26]. The application of this proce-
dure reduces the direct signals, which significantly decreases
the masking effect and improves the final PSAR-TWI image.
In the proposed TWI-PSAR system, it was assumed as follows.

1) Receiver is located between the source of illumination
and targets, shown in Fig. 1.

2) Receiver antenna is directed toward the wall and targets
so it just has the capability of receiving reflected signals
from the wall and targets. Direct-path signals from the
transmitter will not be collected by the receiver.

3) All of the available transmitters of opportunity emit
plane wave.

4) Location and direction of each transmitter are known.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the incident angle is the angle
between a wave incident on the wall and the line
perpendicular to the wall at the point of incidence, called
normal.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In Fig. 1, a simple scenario of target detection behind
multilayered walls using PSAR is presented. With a far-field
assumption, single or multitransmitters emitted a signal, and
the receiver antenna, stationary linear array, or a single antenna

moving along scan line could collect scattered fields at differ-
ent frequency and observation points. The scan line is chosen
to be parallel to the wall, located at xm . The return signal at the
receiver is then coherently processed using TWI algorithms to
form a focused image of targets. Under the point target model,
ignoring multiple scattering effects, the received signal could
be written as [23]

Es(rrm , rtn, k p) =
∫

G(rrm , r, k p)G(r, rtn, k p)σ (r)dr (1)

where Es(rrm , rtn , kp) is the received scattered field from
the target at mth receiver location due to illumination of nth
transmitter, σ is the reflectivity of the target, and rtn , rrm ,
and r are position vectors of nth transmitter, mth receiver and
the target, i.e., rtn(xtn , ytn), rrm(xrm , yrm ), and r (x,y), and
kp is the freespace wavenumber of pth operating frequency,
G(r, rtn, k p) and G(rrm , r, k p) are medium Green’s functions
which relate the wave propagation process from the transmitter
to the target and from the target to the receiver in the presence
of the wall. Given the received signal at all antenna locations,
the image could then be created as

I (r) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

Es(rrm , rtn, k p)

× G−1(r, rrm , k p)G−1(r, rtn, k p) (2)

where P is the total number of frequencies. With a far-field
assumption, to compromise between the computation
efficiency and the accuracy, the standard focused SAR
imaging technique would be

I (r) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

Es(rrm , rtn, k p)e
jkp(Rtn+Rrm ) (3)

and the TWI could then be reconstructed as

I (r) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

Es(rrm , rtn, k p)e
jkp(Rtn+Rrm )

× (Tr (r, rrm , k p)Tt (r, rtn, k p))
−1 (4)

where Rtn = |rtn − r |, Rrm = |rrm − r |, Tt and Tr are wall
transmission coefficients from the transmitter to target and the
target to receiver, respectively. Wall transmission and reflection
coefficient, i.e., T and �, for single-layered wall could be
derived as [2], [27]

Tv/h = 4ei(k1x −k0x )d

(1 + p01)(1 + p10)
(
1 + R01 R10ei2k1x d

)

�v/h =
(

R01 + R10ei2k1x d
)

(
1 + R01 R10ei2k1x d

) (5)

p01 = 1

p10
, R10 = −R01 = 1 − p01

1 + p01

k0x = k p cos(θi ) k1x = k p
√

εr cos(θt ) (6)

where p10 = k0x/k1x is for h polarization, and p10 =
εr k0x/k1x for v polarization of the incident field. In (6), εr is
relative dielectric constant, d is the thickness of the wall, and
k0x and k1x are normal components of propagation constants
in the air and dielectric, respectively. Furthermore, θi and θt
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Fig. 2. Geometry of multilayered wall. (a) Three layers. (b) Five layers.

TABLE I

THREE-LAYERED WALL PARAMETERS

are the incident angle in the air and dielectric. More detailed
information about computation of transmission coefficient of
multilayered could be seen in [7]. For the target signal in
TWI, the major problem tends to be the strong direct signal
from the wall that would also be received by the target echo
antenna. In other words, wall would act as a clutter. It seemed
clearly vital to reduce this direct signal to minimize target-
masking effects. To show the capability of wall direct signal
suppression in TWI-PSAR systems, a new parameter termed
SWR was defined as

SWR = 10 log

(
Ps

Pw

)
(7)

where Ps and Pw are the power of the signal and wall,
respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

From (5) and (6), the transmissivity matrix could be a
function of both frequency and angle. Regardless of power
density in TWI-PSAR, both parameters would have strong
impacts on a through-the-wall target image. Several sets of
numerical simulations were presented in three subsections to
analyze the effect of both parameters, in single-/multilayered
wall scenarios. The scattering signal from the wall and the
target was simulated using a time domain 2-D full wave
EM solver based on FDTD method. Then, fast Fourier trans-
form was performed to reach frequency domain data. It was
assumed the transmitter, having TE-polarized field, to be in
a distance of 10 m from the wall. The receiver/receivers
were located at xm = 15 cm in co-polarized mode. The
wall with a permittivity of εr = 4 + i0.1 and a thickness
of 30 cm was considered in a single-layered scenario. For
further assessments, as illustrated in Fig. 2, a multilayered
wall, including three and five layers with parameters listed
in Tables I and II, was investigated. It was assumed the wall
with constant parameters over 1–3 GHz to be located in a
distance of x0 = 50 cm from the receiver.

TABLE II

FIVE-LAYERED WALL PARAMETERS

A. Incident Angle Effect

As could be seen from (5) and (6), the incident angle of the
incident field is a factor of transmission coefficient, thereby
affecting the target image in TWI, directly. Due to the fact that
the illuminator of opportunity is in far-field and considered
a plane wave illuminating the wall/target with its specific
angle, the effect of incident angle should be investigated in
PSAR-TWI, separately. In order to demonstrate the impact
of incident angle on PSAR-TWI image, a single stationary
plane wave with a frequency of 1–3 GHz, and a step of
� f = 25 MHz was assumed as an illuminator of opportunity.
The transmitter was utilized in a number of incident angles
for different wall-target scenarios. The image of targets was
created using standard SAR imaging technique (3), which
could mean that wall effects were not compensated thus
wall parameters estimation was not necessary. SWR was
calculated in terms of different wall-incident angle scenarios
to show how the technique would suppress wall direct
reflection. Furthermore, to validate and show the effectiveness
of the technique, PSAR imaging results were compared
with both well-known point source monostatic SAR and the
TRM [28] applying free-space Green’s function. The TRM
is an approach to detect/image the target using an array of
N transmitters/receivers antennas. Each antenna transmits a
wave at a fixed frequency and the wave scattered from the
medium is measured and registered at each antenna of the
array. For TRM, the point at which maximum amplitude is
observed will be the estimated position of the target.

As shown in (4), to construct an image behind a wall,
transmission coefficient of the wall should be compensated.
Apart from wall direct reflection which dominates the tar-
get, transmissivity is the key factor in TWI imaging results.
It would change both the phase and amplitude of scattered
signals. It should be noted that in the case of a point source,
the transmissivity matrix would have different values, due to
the different incident angles at any point of a target, hence
dramatically degrades the target image. However, a plane
wave transmitter would result in the same value of transmis-
sivity matrix for all points. Therefore, at a fixed frequency,
the effect of incident angle on reflection coefficient provides
new insights into the way we investigate the incident angle
effect on TWI image. In these regards, T and � of the
mentioned single-layered wall for different θi are illustrated
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. It could be seen that the
minimum reflection, or maximum transmission coefficient,
obtains at θi = 0° . Also, the derivative of a transmission
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Fig. 3. (a) Wall transmission coefficient. (b) Wall reflection coefficient.

coefficient function with respect to θi , for a single layer (5) and
multilayer [23], demonstrates that the maximum transmission
through the wall would be obtained at θi = 0°. It could be
inferred that higher transmission coefficient is a result of a
smaller incident angle and, conversely, in terms of reflection
coefficient. Higher transmission coefficient or lower reflection
led more waves to propagate through the wall, hence less
reflection from the wall.

In the first example, a linear array receiver with 36 elements
and 3.5-cm interlinear spacing would collect backscattered
field from a circular PEC target. The target with a radius
of 7.5 cm was centered at (175, 75) cm behind a single-layered
wall. The imaging result of 0° incident angle illumination is
drawn in Fig. 4(a) before subtracting the wall direct reflec-
tion or background subtraction. However, in the following
results, the true region of the target was indicated with a black
circle, rectangle, or ellipse. From the image, the target could be
easily seen, with SWR equal to 4.68 dB, in addition to glints
of the wall. As clear in Fig. 4(b), the target image was obtained
at 30° transmitter, and the target could be easily detected.
Wall direct signal was also obvious with SWR = 1.32 dB
which was 3.36 dB less than 0° illumination. The imaging
result of 45° illuminator is illustrated in Fig. 4(c), although
the wall has higher density and SWR is −1.23 dB, the target
can be observed. As can be noticed from Fig. 4, due to the
lower wall transmissivity, bigger incident angle would result
in lower SWR.

To verify the results, SAR and TRM images of the
same scenery behind a single-layered wall are shown
in Fig. 4(d) and (e), respectively, before background sub-
traction. For TRM, a number of 25 omnidirectional antennas
simulated as point sources were used as an array for transceiver
with the distance of 5 cm with each other. Also, the SAR scans
the region of interest with 5-cm interelement spacing. As it is
obvious in Fig. 4(d) and (e), since it was highly blurred and
masked by the strong reflection of the wall, the target was
not observable; while just the wall image can be seen which
dominates the target image. It is worth mentioning that wall
was the point at which maximum amplitude was observed,
for TRM imaging result. On the other hand, in TWI-PSAR,
because of the plane wave transmitter, all pixels of the scene
would be illuminated by the same incident angle, with SWR
not being too weak, where the target without background
subtraction could be seen. However, for point source, none
plane wave illuminator, each pixel tends to be illuminated
with its own incident angle resulting different transmission

TABLE III

SWR IN MULTILAYERED WALL

coefficients for each pixel; thus, desired SWR might not be
obtained for the target to be seen. It should be noticed that
the difference in wave velocity between the free space and
wall led to detecting the target relatively farther away from its
actual location.

For further assessment, multilayered wall was substituted
for the single layer one in the previous example. SWR at all
incident angles was calculated and summarized in Table III.
The imaging results behind the three-layered wall are pre-
sented in Fig. 5, without background subtraction. Despite
of the lower SWR than the same case in the single-layered
wall, the target that illuminated at 0° could be recognized
in Fig. 5(a). Because of the stronger wall reflection, the image
was blurred, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), at 20° and 40°,
respectively. As depicted in Fig. 6, the same results could be
obtained for the target behind the five-layered wall. Although
the wall was made up of several layers, in addition to the
dominated wall image, the faintest trace of target image could
be seen at 0°, Fig. 6(a). As illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and (c),
at 20° and 40°, respectively, the image could not be distin-
guished from other ghost images, and SWR was too low.
As mentioned, it is primarily for these reasons that the
transmission coefficient would decrease with growing angle
and higher permittivity. The target with larger backscatter
coefficient would be detected better than the smaller one.
Therefore, in PSAR technique, transmitter with the incident
angle around θi = 0° would mitigate wall effects more, with-
out background subtraction and wall compensation. However,
at other incident angles, wall direct reflection, because of the
higher reflection coefficient, might dominate images, causing
the target not to be identified correctly. To demonstrate the
validity of the proposed method and make comparison, again,
the imaging results of SAR and TRM behind the five-layered
wall with the same scenery are presented in Fig. 6(d) and (e).
The results are the same as Fig. 4, in which just the glint
of the wall could be seen while it is not possible to see the
target. Ultimately, these three examples confirm the fact that a
target could be detected before background subtraction using
PSAR, whereas SAR and TRM techniques, due to the target
image being concealed under the wall, sound to be inefficient
without background subtraction.

In the next two examples, the target of the previous scenery
was investigated to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method in terms of resolution, using free-space Green’s func-
tion. Since SAR image could not be observed without back-
ground subtraction, the imaging results of Fig. 4 are presented
in Fig. 7 after background subtraction for more precise com-
parison. Images of 0°, 30°, and 45° are shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c),
respectively. Fig. 7(d) shows the SAR image after background
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Fig. 4. Imaging results behind single-layered wall before background subtraction by PSAR illuminator at (a) 0°, (b) 30°, (c) 45°, (d) monostatic SAR, and
(e) TRM.

Fig. 5. Imaging results behind three-layered wall before background
subtraction by PSAR illuminator at (a) 0°, (b) 20°, and (c) 40°.

subtraction. As clear in Fig. 7, using TWI-PSAR, the target
could easily be recognized after background subtraction at all
angles with a reasonable resolution. In contrast, because of
the significant degradation in cross-range resolution, the target
could not be identified in Fig. 7(d). This could mean that with
a single incident angle, applying compensation technique (4)
would not be needed. Consequently, TWI-PSAR, unlike other
TWI methods requiring an efficient evaluation of the wall
medium Green’s function, has the capability of imaging by
using free-space Green’s function thus wall parameters could
remain unknown. However, weak resolution in SAR necessi-
tated wall compensation method requiring wall parameters to
be known (4).

For multilayer cases, due to higher permittivity in five layers
resulting in strong reflection, background subtraction seems
essential. As stated, the strong wall reflection caused negative
SWR. Although the target was observable, negative SWR
could mean that the wall image tended to mask the target.
Imaging results of the target behind the five-layered wall are
shown in Fig. 8. It is clear, similar to Fig. 7, that the target
image with a single incident angle (0°, 20°, and 40°, Fig. 8)
could be perfectly detected. In this case, SAR significantly
degrades the quality of images thus requiring wall compensa-
tion method. These results, again, demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed TWI-PSAR method in terms of detecting
and imaging the target without using background subtrac-
tion algorithms and wall compensation methods. However,
in SAR, widening the target along the cross-range direction
was observed, aside from the shift in the target position in
the range direction. It should be pointed out that transmission
coefficients, with different amplitudes and phases for each
pixel, are the consequence of the point or none plane wave
source used in SAR technique. Amplitude and phase of each
pixel tend to influence on the target image differently. In other
words, phase and amplitude of each pixel of the target vary

with another one which results in widening the target along
the cross-range direction. Therefore, wall medium Green’s
function is essential to compensate these changes in phase
and amplitude, to compute the penetrated electromagnetic
field correctly. Moreover, strong direct reflection of the wall,
dominating the target image, would also necessitate back-
ground subtraction. However, in PSAR, wall direct reflections
were strongly attenuated, especially in the vicinity of 0°,
and the target was detectable without background subtraction.
Because of the same transmissivity for all pixels, the same
amplitude and phase for each pixel in the case of a plane
wave transmitter, the resolution would not be degraded, thus,
results would not need to be compensated. The only negative
aspect of the uncompensated scenario in TWI-PSAR might be
dislocation due to reducing wave velocity in the wall.

B. Target Detection in Multilayered Wall by Z-PSAR

Results show the main advantage of sources of opportunity
with zero incident angle that would be a spurious signal
reduction and an increase in SWR. As claimed, in cases
where the incident angle is equal or near to zero, the target
without background subtraction and wall compensation could
be clearly identified. Z-PSAR would not only mitigate the wall
effect, but, in conjunction with the monostatic SAR image,
might also provide more detailed information of the target
without background subtraction. Since in zero incident angle,
transmission coefficient reaches its maximum point, the wave
could have the best transmission through the wall.

Due to the distinctive features of Z-PSAR it could be widely
used in TWI. In this case, regardless of the wall parameters
and direct reflection, the target behind the wall could be
imaged or tracked using a transmitter which illuminates the
wall with normal incident angle. The geometry of Z-PSAR is
depicted in Fig. 9.

As shown in Fig. 9, due to Snell’s law and since in Z-PSAR
the incident agle is θi = 0°, the waves passing through the wall
has the angle of θt = 0. As a result, the normal component
of the propagation constant in air, i.e., k0x , would remain the
same as wavenumber in free-space, i.e., k0. Also, the normal
component of the propagation constant in the wall, i.e., k1x ,
would reach its maximum value, k1x = k0

√
εr. Therefore, the

minimum wall direct reflection and small changes in phase
and amplitude of the scattered signals would be obtained.
These results prove the distinctive feature of Z-PSAR in TWI.
To evaluate Z-PSAR system and demonstrate its applicability
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Fig. 6. Imaging results behind five-layered wall before background subtraction by PSAR illuminator at (a) 0°, (b) 20°, (c) 40°, (d) monostatic SAR, and
(e) TRM.

Fig. 7. Imaging results behind the single-layered wall after background
subtraction at (a) 0° (b) 30° and (c) 45°, and (d) monostatic SAR.

Fig. 8. Imaging results behind five-layered wall after background subtraction
at (a) 0°, (b) 20° and (c) 40°, and (d) monostatic SAR.

and usefulness, several Z-PSAR imaging results are presented
using free-space Green’s function (3) without background
subtraction, in different wall-target scenarios. Targets under
investigation were 15 × 30 cm2 PEC rectangle. Also, to show
simulations with more realistic targets, an elliptical shape
with a = 5 cm, major radius, and b = 3 cm, minor radius,
made to represent a 2-D section of humans, with skin-like

Fig. 9. Z-PSAR configuration.

Fig. 10. Z-PSAR imaging results of a skin-like ellipse. (a) Behind single-
layered wall. (b) Behind three-layered wall. (c) Behind five-layered wall.

Fig. 11. Z-PSAR imaging results of two targets. (a) Rectangular PEC behind
three-layered wall. (b) Rectangular PEC behind five-layered wall. (c) Skin-like
ellipse behind single-layered wall. (d) Skin-like ellipse behind three-layered
wall.

parameters in terms of permittivity, εr = 50, and conductivity,
σ = 1 S/m, [29] was used as the target to be imaged. First,
the Z-PSAR imaging results of an ellipse, substituted for
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Fig. 12. Z-PSAR imaging results of (a) three targets behind single-layered
wall, (b) three targets behind three-layered wall, and (c) four targets behind
single-layered wall.

TABLE IV

TARGET POSITION

the circular PEC target in the previous examples, are shown
in Fig. 10. As clear in Fig. 10(a), Z-PSAR could image
the skin-like target behind the single-layered wall easily.
Moreover, its capability of imaging a skin-like target behind
three and five-layered wall is obvious in Fig. 10(b) and (c),
respectively. To show the capability of Z-PSAR in the
presence of multitargets, the imaging results of two targets
behind single- and multilayered wall are provided in Fig. 11.
Z-PSAR receiver scanned the region of interest, synthesizing
a 1.7-m aperture with 2-cm interelement spacing, with targets
being located at (175, 50) cm, and (175,150) cm. Fig. 11(a)
shows the PEC targets image behind the three-layered wall,
being detected and identified correctly; just glint of the wall
could be seen. The imaging results of two PEC targets behind
the five-layered wall are drawn in Fig. 11(b). To investigate
more deeply, the imaging results of two elliptical skin-like
targets are presented in Fig. 11(c) and (d). As it is clear
in Fig. 11(c), Z-PSAR could also image and detect two
skin-like targets behind the single-layered wall. Again,
in Fig. 11(d), the effectiveness of the Z-PSAR imaging
behind the three-layered wall is confirmed that shows two
elliptical skin-like targets were detected and shown.

For more complicated scenarios, the imaging results of three
PEC targets are illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and (b) in single and
three layers, respectively. Also, as illustrated in Fig. 12(c),
four targets were detected easily using the Z-PSAR technique
in which the receiver were moved along L = 270 cm, without
using wall subtraction algorithms and compensation methods.
The position of each target is summarized in Table IV. These
results reexamined the capability of target detection behind
the wall and verified that wall parameter estimation and
subtraction methods are not necessary in Z-PSAR. However,
from Fig. 12, it is clear that all targets could be located
correctly; however, in the case of multitarget, the only negative

Fig. 13. Image of three targets behind single-layered wall by (a) Z-PSAR,
(b) monostatic SAR, and (c) time reversal.

effect could be producing spurious peaks, called ghost targets.
This is due to the fact that that the main advantage of
illuminating the target at different incident angles is that a
target can be observed from different bistatic angles, providing
more information about the target. However, using a single
transmitter located at 0° produced ghost targets mainly due to
transmitters not being located at different observation points.
Finally, to validate and show the robustness of the proposed
technique, a comparison between Z-PSAR, SAR, and TRM are
made. Three PEC targets were centered at (175, 50), (175,150),
and (175,250), with the receiver collecting scattered signals
similar to the previous case. For TRM, 27 antennas construct-
ing an array of transceiver with the interelement spacing of
10 cm were used. As presented in Fig. 13(a), Z-PSAR has
the capability to image and detect all three targets, correctly,
besides wall negative effects suppression. Same as before,
contrary to Z-PSAR, SAR and TRM are unable in imaging and
detecting these three targets without background subtraction
and wall compensation. SAR and TRM imaging results, using
free-space Green’s function, before wall reflection subtraction
are illustrated in Fig. 13(b) and (c), respectively, in which
targets are blurred and wall image dominates the targets.
As obvious in Fig. 13(b), although resolution degraded, targets
are not totally concealed and blurred in SAR. In fact, because
of high reflection of the target, targets could also be seen along
with wall image. The PEC targets, rectangular and bigger,
in terms of size, than the circular one used in Section IV-A,
result in higher reflection coefficient. However, since wall
reflection still has the maximum amplitude, and due to the
principle of TRM, maximum amplitude would be the estimated
position, targets are not observable in Fig. 13(c).

Therefore, contrary to monostatic SAR and TRM, Z-PSAR
demonstrated the ability not only to suppress the wall clutter
but also to accurately detect and image several targets using
free-space medium Green’s function, proving the capability of
imaging targets without using background subtraction algo-
rithms and wall compensation methods. However, in mono-
static SAR and TRM, wall clutter should be suppressed;
otherwise, target detection would be difficult or impossible,
especially for target with low reflectivity. In addition, other
imaging methods require wall medium Green’s function, a
time consuming and difficult process, to image the target
without any error.

C. Frequency Effect

As mentioned, frequency is considered one of the para-
meters affecting wall transmission coefficient directly. In the
sections A, a single wideband stepped frequency plane wave
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TABLE V

ILLUMINATOR PARAMETERS

transmitter was regarded as a source of illumination. In fact,
to analyses the influence of incident angle on PSAR image in
TWI, frequency image was fixed and assumed it is applicable
to have a UWB stepped frequency transmitter of opportunity.
However, in a real situation, it may not be possible to find
a single stepped frequency as a source of opportunity with
at least 1-GHz bandwidth and respectable power propagating
through the wall as well. Moreover, in previous works in TWI
[1]–[3] and [22], [23], it was common to use a source with
the operating frequency with equally spaced frequency bins.
Although a small step frequency could produce the image with
high resolution, it is not required in every situation. From (2),
P is the total number of frequencies and, thus, several trans-
mitters with different frequencies can be integrated in order
to make a wideband transmitter and to image a target with a
proper resolution.

To achieve the required resolution, operation at high fre-
quencies with a large frequency bandwidth provides the best
results. However, the upper limit of frequency of operation
is limited by attenuation through the materials. The required
resolutions to detect human and other objects of same size are
on the order of 10–15 cm. This corresponds to the usage of
1–1.5-GHz bandwidth at UHF to low microwave frequencies
to provide the required range resolution. Thus, in TWI-PSAR,
to obtain a reasonable resolution, it sounds necessary to select
all transmitters of opportunity in the frequency range of
0.8–3.5 GHz, which could be integrated together and create a
UWB transmitter. Consequently, the covered bandwidth would
be written as: BW = fmax − fmin, where fmax and fmin is the
maximum and minimum frequency of sources, respectively.
Therefore, because of the importance of frequency, which
transmitters of opportunity should be used seem to be of
paramount importance. Due to the fact that TWI-PSAR could
play a crucial part in urgent situations, aside from frequency
band and resulting bandwidth, the ubiquity of transmitters
could be another effective factor in PSAR-TWI. Ultimately,
it sounds logical to utilize sources such as commercial signals
and GSM that are present everywhere, preferred in urgent
conditions. In this section, commercial signals, such as TV,
DVB-T, GSM, and WiMAX, were adopted as illuminators,
with their parameters being listed in Table V. Since not all
of these transmitters would illuminate the target with a single
incident angle, wall effects need to be compensated. Thus,
a generalized Green’s function-based approach for imaging the
targets behind a wall [23] is incorporated for the compensation

Fig. 14. Reconstructed image using commercial source behind the single-
layered wall. (a) Single target. (b) Two targets. (c) Three targets.

of the wall effects. In these numerical simulations, wall para-
meters were assumed to be known. The interested readers were
referred to [30] and [31] for the estimation of parameters for
single- or multilayered wall using time and frequency domain
methods.

In all following simulations, targets were rectangular PEC
with 15 × 30 cm2 dimensions. The analysis started using
listed illuminators with a single rectangular target. The target
was 70 cm away from the front boundary of the wall, and
PSAR receiver moved along L = 1.7 m aperture with 0.02-m
interelement spacing. Fig. 14(a) shows the reconstructed imag-
ing result of adopted transmitter of opportunity. As can be
seen, reconstructed image would possess reasonable resolution
and locate the target correctly. However, the only negative
effect of using transmitter of mentioned signals could be
producing ghost targets. In the next two examples, results
of multiple targets behind the wall were designed. Fig. 14(b)
illustrates the reconstructed imaging result of two rectangles
centered at (125, 50) cm and (150,125) cm, nearly close to
each other, with PSAR receiver moving along L = 1.7 m
aperture with a step of 2 cm. To verify the proposed method,
a more complex scene, where three rectangles were centered
at (175, 75), (200, 125), and (175, 175), was selected to
be imaged; the reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 14(c).
From Fig. 14, it is clear that all targets could be located
correctly; however, in two or more relatively close targets,
using transmitter of mentioned signals produced ghost targets
mainly due to transmitters not being in a close frequency band.

It was observed that with commercial mission imaging in
multitargets, some of the targets would not appear as sharp as
the ones using stepped frequency transmitter in Section IV-B.
Therefore, to create sharp image with commercial transmitters,
it seemed necessary to adopt more transmitters in a close
frequency that could cover whole band.

In addition to mentioned sources, numerous sources of
opportunity, in the surrounding environment, which are in the
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Fig. 15. Reconstructed image using the Monte Carlo simulation 50 runs
behind the single-layered wall. (a) Two targets. (b) Three targets.

Fig. 16. Reconstructed image using the Monte Carlo 200 simulation runs
behind the single-layered wall. (a) Two targets. (b) Three targets.

desired TWI frequency band could be considered illuminators
of opportunity in TWI-PSAR. To investigate more deeply,
25 sources with different frequency and incident angles,
selected randomly, were used to analyses the TWI-PSAR
performance.

To do so, the Monte Carlo method, the most used technique
to obtain the statistical variation and known as gold standard of
statistical simulations [32], was used. The result of the Monte
Carlo simulation with 50 FDTD runs is shown in Fig. 15.
PSAR receiver moves along L = 220 cm with a step of 2 cm.
Fig. 15(a) shows the imaging result of two targets centered
at (175, 50) cm and (175,175) cm. Another simulation was
performed for imaging three targets located at (175, 50) cm,
(175,220) cm, and (225,150) cm, presented in Fig. 15(b). As it
can be seen from Fig. 15, the targets are clearly detected with
less ghost image in comparison with the previous examples.

For further assessments, the Monte Carlo simulations with
200 FDTD runs were performed for the previous examples
(Fig. 16). Compared with Fig. 15, it is obvious that the more
Monte Carlo simulation runs would result in the cleared image
with less ghost image. This is primarily because of the fact
that in the case of using more randomly selected frequencies
and incident angles, the possibility to cover more frequency
bands, and the probability of observing the target in more
incident angles would increase.

V. CONCLUSION

A passive SAR technique, namely, TWI-PSAR, was intro-
duced and used to image targets behind single-/multilayered
walls using transmitters of opportunity, and a receiver that
could be mounted on a moving platform or fixed as an
array antenna. This technique proved potential and promising
applications in reducing the complexity and cost of TWI

radar with a proper performance. Since wall transmissivity is
considered a function of incident angles, the effect of the wall
on the target image would be significant. Basically, the cross-
range resolution tends to be degraded if the standard SAR
imaging is applied. Instead, a wideband stationary transmitter
with a single incident angle was proposed to mitigate the effect
of walls, and the focused target image was nearly obtained
before wall compensation. When background measurement
might not be available, with wall parameters being unknown
for image reconstruction, a transmitter of opportunity with
Z-PSAR could be adopted as a wall mitigation technique
to remove wall effects. The simulation results showed that
the proposed method would mitigate wall effects, and targets
could be identified without background subtraction and wall
compensation. The proposed technique can provide high-
quality focused image in a short computation time regardless
of the estimated value of the wall parameters, using free-
space Green’s function. TWI-PSAR was compared with the
monostatic SAR and the TRM, requiring wall medium Green’s
function, where wall effects should be compensated and wall
direct reflection should be subtracted. Furthermore, in a real
situation where a wideband stepped frequency is not available,
the new method would also be able to image and identify tar-
gets by integrating several transmitters of opportunity, such as
DAB radio, DVB-T television, GSM mobile system, and Wi-Fi
to form wideband source. In addition to the mentioned sources,
several sources, selected randomly, were used in Monte Carlo
Simulations. Focused imaging results were achieved due to
the incorporation of layered medium Green’s function that
would fully take into account and compensate for wall effects.
Therefore, PSAR showed the ability not only to suppress wall
effects but also to accurately locate and image targets using
transmitters of opportunity.
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